**Highlights**

- Create log entries from your computer or mobile device
- Filter and search across multiple logbooks
- Use templates and batch entries to speed up entry creation
- Access your logbooks from remote locations
- Integrate with your existing system for automatic entries creation and reporting
- Ensure full traceability
- Receive configurable reports

**Benefits**

- Better quality of information
- Improved knowledge sharing
- Simplified monitoring and reporting
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www.solenix.ch/uberlog
Overview

Überlog is a web-based logbook solution with user-proven features for efficient creation of log entries, adding context information and searching across multiple logbooks, while ensuring full traceability.

- Complete replacement of paper-based logbooks
- Automatic data injection and export through well-defined interfaces
- Prompt and periodical notifications via email
- Usable on mobile devices
- Easy deployment and administration

Logbook Entries

Entries consists of a message and customisable properties, which include:

- Timestamp
- Author
- Type
- Severity
- Group

Überlog provides:

- Full traceability through revisions and review justifications
- More expressive logs with attachments and collaborative comments
- Reusing templates and prepared sequences

Logbook Organisation

Überlog has multi-logbook capability and the logbooks can be organised in a folder structure matching your organisation.

Monitoring & Analysis

- Browsing per day, by last modification and more
- Searching and filtering across multiple logbooks
- Saving and reusing filters
- Exporting entries into CSV files
- Subscription to RSS feeds and email alerts